
danpatersonnote.txtDan Paterson RZIM Australia  ( Neo-leader talk May14 2016 ) 
What will it take to reach a young generation for Christ? 

Apologetic story of learning and concepts ? 
Experience in history is called " new " to meet the generation and new parable ( Matt 13) 
warning and time culture and history and time continue to raise and share and evanglise the gospel 
Frame : Seekers After Truth 
( Small place in evangalism and apologoetic ) 
Own Window from Dan Paterson and himself and how to learn and grow asepct 
> history of pain and suffering , meaning and identity and hardship < lack of belief > 
3 problems (internal problems ) 
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1/ Suffering and pain - What and Why happen ???2/  Meaning and purpose of life or storyline ??? 3/ Why guility ? purpose or existence ????

Bible context : instructions ( read the Bible ) claim and purpose and truth  ( God experience ) gospel story ( heart) spirtual conversion  and light example of Christ =TRUST 
Authors / Biblical truth authors : Josh Mcdowell, Davi Zachivers, .....

FIRE = concept ?  ( deep conversation talk ) 1/What is suffering and why it happen ?ministry youth =  hard ministry and faith and experience and learning and challengers Great Volcano =  give up faith / evidence and haven't dig the foundations and allow them to have faith in trust and faith of Jesus 
Christian can provide HOPE and FAITH in Jesus 
( theological terms ) Creation > Fall > 
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What ----> substance Why -----> knowing people ?

Christian Story and the Holy Bible context 
Talk all about Jesus and faith - " This sounds to good to be true " ...
apologetic come in surface and pointing on the truth ( once know the truth story ) NOW ( truth)1 Peter 3:15 ( reason and hope ) 
art of persusaving 
Need the " Holy Spirit " and just like " advertising" .... we don't need apologetic 
Reason : Good or Poor Apologetic  concept 
Why ? Jesus commanded and persuaded   ( Deut 4:5-6) but Jesus didn't do that and changed and added in the concept ( love your soul , mind, heart and strength in NT) 
Theological - 
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Logics - Gospel of the Books and teach and share about them ( Jesus is the master ) 

 ( act of persuaving words ) true news 

Role of Apologetic 
1/ it is neccessary do apologetic to do culture Culture not just Christian culture for culture of goodcommon good 
 Christian story -  ideas and views of the gospel and science God is myth and if you need hope of Jesus 
False of symptons - wrong message or 
lack of creditblity 
Christian is " bizzare " .. 
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2/ Meaning of suffering ? Why is hard ?
How do we understand ?

Secular world - different perspective and sending them in battles and hardship and knoweldge 
William Cray - we need doctrine and sharing gospel( no longer to see Jesus good and true news ) 
To win unbelievers = beatiful gospel , truth and clearing intellectual , understanding the barraierand hard time of knowing God ) through evanglisim and apologetic 
3/ Spirtual Revival - apologetic is not just intellectual ..... spirtual battle ( " 2 Cor-  warefare ... we demolish arguments )  Christian task and ideas of faith 

Questions, Parable on Bible  - so hard to answer and was there answers and now 
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KEY IDEALove with Jesus through heart, soul and mind  - everybody start somewhere and field 
Learning and preaching God's word - while on ground and 1/ can't get to know without God 2/ knowing Jesus 

set better believers and the story of God  and chase after God and truth and all worship of God and trust know him more and understand from the concept of Bible verse related " Jeremiah chapter 
know big picture and story of God's story and toughest and most challenging question What is the biggest culture view ?
Deeper view and historical view 
People want to know ?- ask questions and so can 
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Scepetic and question - training and view of lifestyle 
multplie and share others in their own word - 
One on one conversation - method of building and growing and then exploring questions

Resources 
RZIM Academy 
Training ? 3 hrs - 12 weeks and sermon notes 
Tim Keller books 

Youtube questions and challenging questions and how to interpert questions ?
witnessing the questions - " as much as you learn " the hard and getting to know people 
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Acts 17  only God determine ( not just accident) to use and reach and start engaging conversation on the street level and Paul ( learning from the questions / what they ask )  what they believe and Christian view -  spirtual advance by loving and buidling relationships and question answers
157 questions all through the NT ( try to find thepurpose and behind the story )

***TWO Questions to ask and challenge for people to know about Jesus Christ ***1/ What is that you believe ? - moral , destiny , faith, truth2/ How can you come to believe ? impact, what reason, purpose - JC 

LOVE is the strongest apologetic 1 Peter 3:15 - Be prepare to answer if anyone ask 
Historian word " 3 factors - outfought, outlive, outdie . 
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Reading Diet 
Mere Christianity - C.S Lewis 
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Question and Answer
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